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random samples of linear size L near a critical point, are analyzed using the renormalization group. For L
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The distributions PsXd of singular thermodynamic quantities, on an ensemble of d-dimensional
quenched random samples of linear size L near a critical point, are analyzed using the renormalization
group. For L much larger than the correlation length j, we recover strong self-averaging (SA):
PsXd approaches a Gaussian with relative squared width RX , sLyjd2d . For L ø j we show
weak SA (RX decays with a small power of L) or no SA [PsXd approaches a non-Gaussian, with
universal L-independent relative cumulants], when the randomness is irrelevant or relevant, respectively.
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Systems with frozen randomness have been studied for
several decades [1]. A useful early result [2], now the
so-called Harris criterion, applies to randomness in the
local transition temperature Tc (or in the local “exchange”
coupling constants). It shows that weak randomness does
not change the critical behavior near a second order phase
transition in d dimensions if the specific heat exponent
apure of the nonrandom (“pure”) system is negative,
or equivalently if the correlation length exponent npure
obeys n . 2yd. We denote this case by “P”; it applies,
e.g., to the random XY or Heisenberg spin models at
d  3. This criterion has been supported by subsequent
renormalization group (RG) analyses based on the e 
4 2 d expansion [3–5] and by a scaling analysis of a
perturbation expansion in the randomness [6]. It has
also been proven [7] to hold in the presence of strong
randomness subject to certain mild assumptions. When
apure . 0, the RG calculations [3–6] exhibit a flow from
the pure fixed point (which is then unstable) towards a
new, stable, “random” fixed point. Although the stability
exponent of the latter, frandom , is not equal to the value of
arandom associated with it [8], the proof of Ref. [7] seems
to indicate that arandom , 0, namely, nrandom . 2yd, as
found by the RG [3,5]. The random behavior (denoted
below by “R”) is known to describe, e.g., the random
Ising model at d  3, as confirmed experimentally [9].
It is usually not easy to test these ideas in a completely
convincing way. Experimental and numerical investigations are usually hampered by difficulties, having to do
with fluctuations in and extrapolation of data from finite
samples. In a random hypercubic sample of linear dimension L and volume N  Ld , any observable singular
property X has different values for different realizations of
the randomness and is thus a stochastic variable described
by a probability distribution function PsX, Ld. We may
characterize P by the average fXg and variance sDXd2 ;
fX 2 g 2 fXg2 , where f g indicates an average over all
realizations of the randomness. If X corresponds to a
macroscopic variable (e.g., the susceptibility x, the mag-

netization M, the singular part of the energy E, or that of
the specific heat C), then the system is said to exhibit selfaveraging (SA) if RX sLd ; sDXd2y fXg2 ! 0 as L ! `.
Off criticality, where L is much larger than the correlation
length j, the central limit theorem indicates “strong” SA,
i.e., RX , L2d . SA is less obvious near the critical point,
where L ø j. We say that there is no SA when RX has
an L-independent finite value. This is known to happen,
with universal finite cumulants, at L ø j with strong disorder, e.g., at the percolation threshold, for the mass of the
spanning cluster [10] and the conductance of classical dilute resistor networks [11], and at the mobility edge of
quantum mesoscopic systems, for the conductance [12].
Recently Wiseman and Domany (WD) [13] investigated
SA near criticality for weak randomness. Generalizing the
Harris criterion, they presented a heuristic scaling theory
which predicted that at criticality, RX , C , Layn , for
both P and R behavior. Since ayn is small and nonpositive for both cases at the stable fixed point [7], this implies
“weak” SA. WD then tested these predictions numerically on the bond-diluted Ashkin-Teller models in d  2,
which have a variable (positive and negative) apure and
a R logarithmic specific heat, and found strong SA for
L ¿ j, and consistency with their scaling predictions for
L ø j at P. When apure . 0, both their heuristic theory and numerics showed an increase in RX for small L,
and a very slow (possibly logarithmic) variation of RX
for larger L, which could be consistent with either no SA
or weak SA. As WD emphasize, when the system does
not exhibit SA, numerical studies of the asymptotic random critical behavior will be quite difficult: Even if one
fixes the temperature to be the correct transition tempera-ture for L ! `, fTc s`dg, letting L become larger does
not lead to improved statistics. However, the theoretical
basis for these results remained unclear. Particularly, the
status of PsXd for R, and its implications concerning the
issue of SA, has not been conclusively studied, in spite of
the fact that it has a crucial bearing on experimental and
numerical studies.
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In the present Letter we use RG techniques to study these
questions for several types of quenched local randomness.
We first show that PsXd is invariant under the RG flow,
which means that it can be calculated at any stage of the
flow. We then evaluate the cumulants of PsXd perturbatively after eliminating the critical fluctuations and use information on the RG flow to prove strong SA for L ¿ j
for both P and R, and weak SA for L ø j in P. For
L ø j in R, we show (in contrast to WD) that PsXd flows
towards a universal scale-independent non-Gaussian distribution, characterized by the random fixed point.
ConsiderPfirst a random ferromagnetic spin model:
H  22 kijl Jij Si ? Sj , where Si is an m-component
unit vector, kijl indicates summation over pairs of nearest
neighbors on a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice, and each
Jij is an independent random variable, with average J 
fJij g and variance sDJd2  fsJ 2 Jij d2 g. Introducing
Fourier transforms via Si  N 21 Sq eiq?ri s sqd, the RG is
conveniently done on a Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson version
of the free energy [3–6],
X
2F  s2Nd21
sr 1 q2 dssqd ? s s2qd
q
X
23
3
s sq1 d ? s sq2 dssq3 d ? s s2Si1
qi d
1 uN
q1 ,q2 ,q3

1 s2N d

2 21

X

dr̂sq1 ds sq2 d ? s s2q1 2 q2 d , (1)

q1 ,q2

where r ~ T 2 fTc g (the proportionality coefficient
involves trivial scale factors [6]) while dri 
N 21 Sq eiq?ri dr̂sqd represents the local fluctuation in
Tc , with variance w ; fsdrd2 g ~ sDJd2 ~ sDTc d2 . The
RG iterations now involve integration over large q,
rescaling lengths by factors e2l and spins by factors
z  expfsd 1 2 2 hdly2g [14], so that the renormalized
F maintains its form as above [6,15].
We now use the susceptibility x to demonstrate
our results. For each random realization, in the disorm m
dered phase, x  kSi,j Si Sj lyN  ks m sq  0ds m sq 
0dlyN, where k l denotes a thermal average with the
random F, and S m is any component of S. After l iterations, the above rescaling of s m s0d and of Nsld  Ne2dl
yield x  z 2 e2dl xsld  e s22hdl xsld, where xsld is to
be calculated with the random renormalized Fsld. From
this we conclude that both fx 2 g and fxg2 are multiplied
under renormalization by the same prefactor e2s22hdl , and
therefore these prefactors drop out from ratios like Rx .
Hence our first main result,
¥
≥
Rx sL, j, w, . . .d ; Rx Le2l , je2l , wsld, . . . ; Rx sld ,
(2)

without any rescale prefactors. The dots represent all
the other parameters, including, e.g., usld. In fact, every
macroscopic singular physical quantity X (like M or the
singular part in E) can also be expressed as some operator
in Fourier space, with q  0, which has a rescale factor
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like z . For example, M m  kSi Si lyN  ks m s0dlyN,
with the rescale factor z e2dl . These factors will appear
in the same way in sDXd2 and in fXg2 , and will drop
out in the ratio RX . Thus we expect Eq. (2) to hold
for all the singular quantities. The same arguments also
apply to higher relative cumulants of the form Rp,X ;
fX p gc yfXgp ; these also involve the same prefactors in the
numerator and denominator, and are therefore invariant
under the RG, i.e., they can be calculated at any stage l of
the RG flow.
We now continue the RG iterations until either jsl p d 
p
1 (when L ¿ j), or Lsl p d  Le2l  1 (when L ø
j). In the former case, Rx sl p d  Rx s Lyj, 1, wsl p d, . . . d .
Since jsl p d  1, there are no critical fluctuations left,
and therefore we can use the central limit theorem and
find that Rx sl p d  Rxs1d yNsl p d  Rxs1d sjyLdd , where Rxs1d
denotes the variance of x for a single renormalized spin
[of size jsl p d  1]. At this point, fxsl p dg  1yrsl p d  1
[r appears in Eq. (1)], and fDxsl p dg2  wsl p d. Thus
Rxs1d  wsl p d. In the latter case, Rx sl p d measures the
relative variance of x for a single renormalized spin of
size Lsl p d  1, and we have already identified this as
Rxs1d  wsl p d [16]. Both cases can be combined into our
second main result,
Rx  wsl p dyNsl p d  wsl p  ln xd sxyLdd ,

(3)

p

with x  el  minhL, jj. All that now remains is to
use explicit expressions for the dependence of w on l.
These have been known for more than 20 years [3–5]: In
case P, w scales as [6] wsld  w expflsayndpure g, hence
wsln xd  wx sayndpure . This implies weak SA for L ø j,
Rx  wLsayndpure , and strong SA, Rx  wj 2ynpure yLd ,
sT 2 fTc gd22 yLd for L ¿ j. In case R, wsld first
increases and then approaches the random fixed point,
p
and with wsld 2
with a finite fixed point value wrandom
p
wrandom ~ expflsfyndrandom g, where frandom , 0. In
p
d  4 2 e dimensions, wrandom
 Osed for m . 1,
or Ose 1y2 d for the Ising case m  1 [4,17,18]. For R,
this maintains strong SA when L ¿ j, now with Rx 
p
wrandom
sjyLdd . However, when L ø j this yields
a complete asymptotic absence of SA, with Rx 
p
1 OsLsfyndrandom d, contradicting WD’s conjecture
wrandom
that RX , Lsayndrandom . Note that Eq. (3) also applies
when wsld , l 2t , in which case Rx , sln xd2t . For
example, the R behavior for the random Ising model in
d  4 and for the random dipolar Ising model in d  3
has wsln xd , sln xd21y2 [18]. Such a decay probably
also yields logarithmic behavior in d  2 [13,19].
The heuristic argument which led to Eq. (3) can be
replaced by an explicit perturbative expansion of Rx sl p d,
which should be analytic and converge since at l p all the
critical fluctuations are removed. Since Rx  0 when
w  0, the leading term in this expansion is linear in
wsl p d. Keeping track of factors of N in the various
Fourier transforms, a simple calculation yields dx 
dr̂s0dsNGd2yN 3 1 fd r̂s0dg2 sNGd3yN 5 1 Ossdr̂s0d3 d , with
3701
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G 21  r 1 q2 . Using also fssdr̂s0ddd2 g  Nw and
fxsl p dg  Gsl p d  1 [16], we recover Eq. (3) to leading
order in w. Exactly the same results, as well as a more
direct proof of Eq. (2), are found from the replica version
of this calculation [5], where fx 2 gc is replaced by an
annealed replica average of the form kxsadxsbdl with
different replicas, i.e., a fi b.
It is straightforward to extend these results to higher cumulants. Ignoring higher cumulants of the initial distribution of dr [20], Rp,x is found diagrammatically from the
connected part fsdxdp gc . For example, using the above
expansion of dx to second order in dr̂ yields (to leading
order) fx 3 gc  6N 211 fNGg7 fNwg2  6N 22 G 7 w 2 , which
reduces at l p to 6wsl p d2 yNsl p d2 . The result for general
p . 1 may be written as
Rp,x  p! 2p23 fwsl p dyNsl p dgp21  p! 2p23 Rxp21 . (4)
This leads to our third main conclusion: For strong
or weak SA, Rx vanishes as a power of L, and the
distribution of xyfxg goes to a Gaussian with a width
dx , Rx1y2 ; for L ¿ 1, the pth cumulant becomes much
smaller than sdxdp . However, in the R critical regime
p
dp21 d [20], and
(L ø j) we have Rp,x  Ossswrandom
these are all finite. Thus in this case the limiting
distribution function for x is L independent and not
Gaussian. It is interesting to note in this connection that
the distributions measured by WD do not look Gaussian.
Thus Psxd remains fixed under rescaling and does not
become sharper by going to larger L. This is obviously
important for simulations or measurements on critical
random systems.
We can now extend these results to other critical quantities such as the magnetization M. The heuristic estis1d
mate of RM then follows from the fact that at l p one has
roughly the mean-field relation Msl p d2  2rsl p dyusl p d
s1d
[15] so that dMyM  dry2r, hence RM  wsl p dy4, i.e.,
RM  Rx y4. A diagrammatic calculation of RM sl p d requires a shift of S by M [21,22], and yields the same
result. In fact, sDMd2 is equal to the quenched random
part of the structure factor C ssd sqd  fmsqdms2qdg 2
M 2 dsqd [21] in the limit q ! 0. Using explicit expressions for C ssd from Refs. [21] reproduces our result for
RM . These references also contain information yielding
RM , L2d in the ordered phase. The results for M can
easily be generalized: At l p , all singular quantities are of
the form X , jrsl p djvMF , where vMF is the mean-field exponent for X. Hence our fourth conclusion: All the relative variances of all the measurable quantities are simply
2
. Specifically
related to each other, via RX yRx  vMF
this yields RE  Rx . Note that since the singular part in
E does not diverge, using the full energy in the denominator of RE may lead to deviations. Indeed WD only looked
at sDEd2 .
The fifth step in this discussion involves universality.
As stated, in case R, PsXd for L ø j is completely
determined by the values of the parameters at the random
3702
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fixed point. Since this point is stable, it will “attract”
many random systems with various initial values of the
randomness, as well as various short range details (like
the lattice structure) [23]. Thus in this case our theory
predicts universal asymptotic values of all the Rp,X ’s,
and thus a universal L-independent distribution of x 
XyfXg, for 1 ø L ø j.
It is interesting to relate these results to the Harris
criterion. WD presented a heuristic argument in which
they related the dependence of fsDTc d2 g on L to that
of RX . Define an L-dependent transition temperature
Tc sLd, which fluctuates among samples. Assuming
that there exists a sharp phase transition, one would
write x , sT 2 Tc d2g , and expand about the average
fxg in the form xsT , Ld ø fxsT , Ldg 1 x 0 sTc , Ld 3
hTc 2 fTc sLdgj, where x 0  ≠fxgy≠Tc at Tc  fTc sLdg.
For L ¿ j we have x 0 yfxg  1ysT 2 Tc d , j 1yn , and
thus Rx , sDTc d2 j 2yn . Comparing with Eq. (3) then
yields that sDTc d2 , wsln jdj d22yn yLd , and therefore
p
sDTc d2 , wyLd for P and sDTc d2 , wrandom
j 2sayndrandom y
d
L for R. Although the former result agrees with the
basic assumption of the Harris criterion and with WD,
the latter result is different: For L , j (and also for
all L , j), the latter result implies the modified behavior sDTc d2 , L22ynrandom . This implies that in case
R the shift sfTc sLdg 2 fTc s`dgd, the typical deviation
dTc  hTc 2 fTc sLdgj, and sT 2 Tc d , j 21yn all scale
in the same way, as elynrandom . Heuristically one might say
that the strong randomness mixes all these temperature
scales together, in contrast to the P case for which the
shift is larger than dTc . It would be interesting to test
this prediction numerically.
Similar analysis applies for other types of randomness,
like random anisotropies [22,24], DSi sx̂i ? Si d2 (x̂i is a
random unit vector), and random fields [22,25], Si hi ? Si ,
with variances y , D 2 , l , fhi2 g. Specifically Eq. (2)
still holds, with the additional dependence on ysld and
lsld. We now need to follow the RG flow, and choose
l p . For m . 1, both of these perturbations destroy long
range order for d , 4, and the samples break into ImryMa domains of size jR [22,25]. jR becomes of order
1 when either ysl p d, or lsl p d becomes equal to 1. Thus
we stop iterations when the largest of Lsld21 , jsld21 ,
ysld, or lsld reaches 1. At that point perturbation exs1d
pansions converge, and we can calculate RX . For exm
m
ample, consider RM . Since sNDMd2  Sij fkSi l kSj lg ;
ks m s0ds m s0dl, we can calculate this perturbatively to find
sNGd2 lyN or sNGd2 yM 2 yN [22]. Using also Msld2 ,
2rsldyusld, we end up with RM , ysl p dyNsl p d and RM ,
lsl p dusl p dyNsl p d. These expressions generalize Eq. (3)
for these cases. When the initial values of y and l are
very small, we have Lsld, jsld ø jR sld, and we stay in the
vicinity of the previously discussed pure or random fixed
points. Both perturbations are strongly relevant near both
of these fixed points, and y and l increase as expslfynd,
with fy ø 0.37 [24] and fl ø g near both fixed points
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[25,26]. Thus RM , Lfyn strongly increases with L when
L ø j, jR , apparently breaking SA. (This is similar to
the initial increase in RX near the pure fixed point when
apure . 0, but much stronger.) This increase stops, of
course, when L or j become comparable to jR , when
RM , 1, and long range order is completely lost. For
m  1, the random field system actually has a phase transition at d  3. In d  6 2 e, this transition is described
by a fixed point where lsl p dusl p d  Osed [25]. Thus
even in that case one expects RM to approach a universal
constant with no SA. In fact in this case the divergence of sNDMd2 yN is the same as that of the disconnected susceptibility, i.e., sT 2 Tc d2ḡ . Using ḡ  2g
and 2b 1 g  sd 2 2 1 hdn [27], we recover the universal constant value of RX even in three dimensions. It is
interesting to note that these systems are known to equilibrate very slowly, due to metastable states. It is tempting
to speculate that these difficulties may be related to the fast
increase in the random fluctuations for small initial values
of y or l.
In summary: We analyzed SA near critical points in
random systems, and we confirmed strong SA for L ¿ j.
For L ø j there are two cases: One has weak SA when
randomness is irrelevant, but no SA when randomness
is relevant. In the latter case the asymptotic distribution
function is universal and generically non-Gaussian. Distributions of different measurable critical quantities are
simply related to each other through their mean-field exponents. These results, which seem to apply for all the
known cases of strong randomness, are important for both
experimental and numerical investigations of the critical
properties of finite random systems. It would be particularly interesting to test these for the random Ising model
in d  3 (e.g., along the critical line of the dilute case)
and to understand the connections between the lack of SA
in many strongly random critical systems.
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